Often domain adaptation is performed using a discriminator (domain classifier) to learn domain-invariant feature representations so that a classifier trained on labeled source data will generalize well to unlabeled target data. A line of research stemming from semi-supervised learning uses pseudo labeling to directly generate "pseudo labels" for the unlabeled target data and trains a classifier on the now-labeled target data, where the samples are selected or weighted based on some measure of confidence. In this paper, we propose multi-purposing the discriminator to not only aid in producing domain-invariant representations but also to provide pseudo labeling confidence.
INTRODUCTION
Unsupervised domain adaptation is a problem consisting of two domains: a source domain and a target domain. Labeled source data and unlabeled target data are available for use during training, and the goal is to learn a model that performs well on data from the target domain [15, 17, 36] . As a result, this can be used to reduce the need for costly labeled data in the target domain.
A common approach for domain adaptation is to learn a domaininvariant feature representation, which in deep learning methods is typically a feature extractor neural network. Intuitively, if a classifier trained on these domain-invariant features of the labeled source data performs well, then the classifier may generalize to the unlabeled target data since the feature distributions for both domains will be highly similar. (Though, performance on the target data depends on how similar the domains are, and this method may actually increase the error if the domains are too different [4, 58] .) Numerous methods proposed for achieving this goal have yielded promising results, and many of these methods use adversarial training [56] .
One such adversarial domain-invariant feature learning method is the domain-adversarial neural network (DANN) [14, 15] , which is a typical baseline for other variants. This method consists of a feature extractor network followed by two additional networks: a task classifier and a domain classifier (Figure 1 ). The network is updated by two competing objectives: (1) the feature extractor followed by the task classifier learns to correctly classify the labeled source data while the domain classifier learns to correctly predict whether the features originated from source or target data, and (2) the feature extractor learns to make the domain classifier predict the domain incorrectly. To this end, they propose a gradient reversal layer between the feature extractor and domain classifier so that during backpropagation, the gradient is negated when updating the feature extractor weights. More recently, Shu et al. [47] found replacing the gradient reversal layer with adversarial alternating updates from generative adversarial networks (GANs) [18] to perform better.
Pseudo labeling is a technique from semi-supervised learning that is also sometimes included in domain-invariant feature learning methods for domain adaptation [11, 41, 45, 60] . In pseudo labeling, a source classifier trained on the labeled source data is first used to label the unlabeled target data, generating "pseudo" labels that may not all be correct. Next, a target classifier can be trained in a supervised manner on the now-labeled target data. Often there is a selection criterion to utilize only pseudo-labeled data that are morelikely correct (i.e., the model is more confident on those samples). Typically the selection is based on whether the softmax output prediction entropy is low enough [11, 35, 60] . The softmax output can be viewed as a probability distribution over the possible labels, so a uniform distribution over these predictions indicates the model has no idea what label to predict whereas a very high prediction probability for one class (low entropy) indicates the model has high confidence in a prediction. Other measures of confidence include ensemble agreement (combined with softmax confidence) [41] or k-nearest neighbor agreement [45] .
In this paper, we propose another selection criterion for pseudo labeling: the discriminator's confidence. Methods such as DANN already have a discriminator, allowing it to be easily multi-purposed to not only aid in producing domain-invariant representations but also to provide pseudo labeling confidence. The domain discriminator learns to classify feature representations as either source domain or target domain, but in unsupervised domain adaptation this can also be interpreted as known label vs. unknown label, or rather, accurate vs. possibly inaccurate, assuming the task classifier performs well on the source data. Thus, we could view samples as "confident" if the discriminator incorrectly classifies the target samples' feature representations as originating from the source domain. Intuitively, this process may select samples that are pseudo labeled correctly since the feature representation was close to that of data with known labels. However, our proposed approach assumes (1) the task classifier does perform well on the labeled source data and (2) there exists sufficient similarity between domains. The first assumption is easy to verify during training. The second assumption is harder to quantify, but empirically we obtain high target domain performance.
To explain our proposed method, we first discuss the relationship with existing methods. Second, we describe our method in detail. Finally, we perform experiments on a variety of image datasets commonly used for domain adaptation.
RELATED WORK
Numerous domain-invariant feature learning methods have been proposed. Some do this by minimizing a divergence such as maximum mean discrepancy [27, 29, 38] , second-order statistics [32, 33, 49, 54, 57] , or contrastive domain discrepancy [20] . Others use optimal transport [9, 10] , graph matching [11] , or reconstruction [16] . Still others learn domain-invariant features adversarially with a domain classifier [1, 14, 15, 28, 37, 46, 51, 52] or a GAN [43, 44] . The method in this paper is based on DANN, an adversarial approach.
Several domain-invariant adaptation methods also incorporate pseudo labeling to further improve performance. Some select confident samples that have low entropy [11, 60] . Others use an ensemble of networks that make independent predictions and select confident samples based on a combination of the ensemble agreement and verifying that at least one of the ensemble predictions has low entropy [41] . One method classifies with k-nearest neighbors and thus bases its confidence on agreement of the k predictions [45] . In this paper, we propose using the DANN discriminator to provide a measure of confidence for pseudo labeling.
Pseudo labeling can be viewed as conditional entropy regularization [19, 25] , which while proposed for semi-supervised learning has also been applied in domain adaptation methods [21, 47] . Entropy regularization and pseudo labeling are based upon the cluster assumption: data are clustered by class/label and separated by lowdensity regions. If this is true, then decision boundaries should lie in these low-density regions [7, 25] . Entropy regularization is one way to move decision boundaries away from regions with higher density. However, this assumes that the decisions do not drastically change when approaching data points, i.e., that the model is locally Lipschitz [47] . This can be enforced with virtual adversarial training [30] , which thus is typically also used when applying entropy regularization to domain adaptation [21, 47] . Alternative methods have also been proposed with the same effect of moving decision boundaries into lower-density regions based on GANs [55] , adversarial dropout [42] , and self-ensembling [13, 22, 50] . We base our method on pseudo labeling rather than entropy regularization or the alternative methods.
Pseudo labeling is related to self-training and expectation maximization. In self-training, a classifier is trained on labeled data, predicts labels of unlabeled data, and is re-trained on the previouslyunlabeled data. This process is then repeated [59] . Self-training can be shown to be equivalent to a particular classification expectation maximization algorithm [2, 19] . Pseudo labeling is almost the same, except that it is trained simultaneously on labeled and unlabeled data [25] . In domain adaptation, we have two separate domains, so we may instead wish to use the pseudo-labeled target data to train a separate target classifier [41] . This could be done in either one or two steps (similar to pseudo labeling or self-training, respectively).
Pseudo labeling is also related to co-training. Co-training is similar to self-training but utilizes two classifiers for two separate views of the data. Pseudo-labeled samples are selected in which exactly one of the classifiers is confident, which are then added to the labeled training set for training in subsequent iterations [8] . When only one view is available as is common in domain adaptation problems, Chen et al. [8] propose feature splits to artificially create two views.
Finally, the proposed method of using a discriminator or domain classifier to select which samples to use for adaptation is related to selection adaptation, a type of instance weighting [3, 12] . In selection adaptation, a domain classifier learns to predict which domain the samples are from. The labeled source data weighted by a function of these domain predictions are used to train a target classifier [12] . While related, this differs from our proposed method in several ways. First, we do not weight the source data but rather pseudo label and weight the target data. Second, our discriminator operates at a feature level rather than a sample level. Third, our discriminator is trained jointly rather than in stages (more common in deep methods).
METHOD
We compare several alternative approaches for domain adaptation. In the first approach, no adaptation is performed. In the second method, we use DANN to learn a domain-invariant feature representation. The third approach employs pseudo labeling and weights instances either by the task classifier's softmax confidence or by a discriminator's confidence (our proposed method).
No adaptation
We train a feature extractor followed by a task classifier on the labeled source data only. Then we evaluate this model on the target data to see how well it generalizes without performing any domain adaptation. We expect this method to perform poorly when large differences exist between domains.
DANN
We train a feature extractor, softmax task classifier, and binary domain classifier as shown in Figure 1 . The training consists of three weight updates at each iteration: (1) the feature extractor and task classifier together are trained to correctly classify labeled source data (e.g., with categorical cross entropy loss), (2) the domain classifier is trained to correctly label from which domain's data the feature representation originated, and (3) the feature extractor is trained to fool the domain classifier. Through this process, the feature extractor learns to produce domain-invariant representations.
Rather than using a gradient reversal layer [15] for steps (2) and (3), we choose to perform a GAN-like update as used by Shu et al. [47] . For a discriminator D, a feature extractor F , source domain data D s , and target domain data D t , these two updates can be performed by minimizing:
Step (2) becomes Equation 1, updating the discriminator to correctly classify the feature representations of source and target data as "source" and "target".
Step (3) becomes Equation 2, updating the feature extractor to fool the discriminator by classifying source data as "target" and target data as "source". The losses for these two updates can be computed with binary cross entropy.
Pseudo labeling
Pseudo labeling can be added to DANN using the following steps. First, perform updates to the feature extractor, task classifier, and domain classifier on a batch of source and target data as in DANN (Figure 1a) . Second, pseudo label a batch of target data using the task classifier and record the domain classifier predictions without updating the model (Figure 2a) . Third, train a target classifier on this pseudo-labeled target data but weighted by the probability that the feature representations were generated from source data (Figure 2b) . If the domain classifier is a binary classifier where 0 is "source" and 1 is "target", this probability can be calculated as 1 − D (F (x) ). This contrasts with weighting by the task classifier's max softmax output probability as a measure of confidence. Both methods of weighting are evaluated in the experiments.
Instance weighting
Alternatively, we can replace pseudo labeling with instance weighting. In this case we train the target classifier on source data weighted by how target-like the feature representation appears, given by (Figure 1a) , target data is (a) pseudo labeled, and then (b) a target classifier is trained on those pseudo labels but weighted by the discriminator's predictions from (a), representing the probability the feature representation was generated from source data (i.e., the discriminator was fooled). All feature extractors share weights. At test time, the feature extractor and target classifier are used for making predictions. Note that DANN uses a task classifier whereas the above target classifier is a separate classifier and is only trained on pseudo-labeled target data.
D(F (x)).
As in pseudo labeling, this weighting contrasts with weighting by the task classifier's softmax confidence. At test time, as in pseudo labeling, we can use the feature extractor followed by the target classifier for predictions. Note that this method is essentially selection adaptation [12] but trained jointly and performed at a feature-level representation rather than the sample level.
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the method variations of no adaptation, DANN, instance weighting evaluated on the task or target classifiers (InstanceTaskC and Instance), pseudo labeling without the adversarial step that produces a domain-invariant feature representation (PseudoNoAdv), and pseudo labeling evaluated on the task and target classifiers (Pseudo-TaskC and Pseudo). Each instance weighting and pseudo labeling method is trained and evaluated both for weighting by the task classifier's softmax confidence (task) and by the discriminators confidence (domain).
We train these methods on popular computer vision datasets: MNIST [23] , USPS [24] , SVHN [34] , MNIST-M [15] , SynNumbers [15] , SynSigns [31] , and GTSRB [48] . For MNIST↔USPS, we upscale USPS to 28x28 pixels to match MNIST using bilinear interpolation. For MNIST→MNIST-M, we pad MNIST with zeros (before normalization) to be 32x32 pixels and convert to RGB to match MNIST-M. For SVHN→MNIST, we pad MNIST to 32x32 and convert to RGB to match SVHN. The other datasets already have matching image sizes and depths.
For all experiments, we use the small CNN model used by Shu et al. [47] and for pseudo labeling use the task classifier architecture for the target classifier. We train each model 80,000 steps with Adam using a learning rate of 0.001 [47] , a batch size of 128 [15] , the adversarial learning rate schedule from DANN [15] , and a learning rate of 0.0005 for the target classifier. Target and source domain data is fed through the model in separate batches allowing for domain-specific batch statistics [13, 26] . For model selection, we use 1000 labeled target samples from the training datasets as a holdout validation set. The reported accuracies are for the evaluation of each model (the target classifier for pseudo labeling and instance weighting methods, otherwise task classifier) on the testing sets that performed best on the holdout validation set. Thus, since in truly "unsupervised" domain adaptation situations we would not have any labeled target data, these results can be interpreted as an upper bound for how well these methods can perform [53] . Using some labeled target examples in this way is a common approach for tuning domain adaptation methods [5, 6, 21, 39, 47, 53, 55] .
The results are summarized in Table 1 . As indicated in these results, the proposed method of pseudo labeling with domain confidence performs the best. We can see that in all cases at least one of the adaptation methods improves over no adaptation, at least one of the pseudo labeling methods improves over instance weighting, and at least one of the pseudo labeling methods improves over DANN. On half of the datasets and on average, using adversarial training with pseudo labeling improves results. Typically, evaluating pseudo labeling on the target classifier is more effective than on the task classifier; though interestingly Pseudo-TaskC almost always outperforms DANN despite the task classifier never being updated by the pseudo labeling process. This indicates that pseudo labeling can improve the feature representation for the target domain. Finally, our primary goal was to determine if using a discriminator's confidence is more effective than a task classifier's softmax confidence, which is true on average for each of the pseudo labeling methods though not for instance weighting. Thus, these experiments appear to provide evidence that pseudo labeling with a domain discriminator's confidence may yield an improvement over a task classifier's softmax confidence.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated how to weight samples for pseudo labeling. We proposed using a discriminator's confidence rather than a task classifier's softmax confidence. The results of testing these methods on computer vision datasets provides insight into the possible benefit of using a discriminator not only for producing a domain-invariant feature representation but also for weighting samples for pseudo labeling.
Future work includes hyperparameter tuning either on the holdout set or with a method that does not require any labeled target data such as reverse validation [15] . This method should be tested on additional datasets such as Office-31 [40] and on a greater variety of domain adaptation tasks. Additionally, we can determine whether confidence thresholding [13] improves over confidence weighting. Finally, we can investigate theory behind selecting or weighting samples for pseudo labeling or instance weighting that may indicate why or when this method will work in addition to possible tweaks to yield improvements, such as possibly using a function of the discriminator's output rather than the probability directly, as is done in selection adaptation [12] .
